
Message from the Head of 
School 
“Our barns will be filled with every kind of provision. 
Our sheep will increase by thousands, 
by tens of thousands in our fields.” 
Psalm 144:13  (NIV) 

What a wonderful blessing to see so many supporters in attendance at our 
“Celebrate Our Covenant” luncheon yesterday! The Williamsburg 
community is embracing our sweet Charlotte Mason school and our 
students will continue to grow and flourish thanks to the generosity of so 
many people. Our Development Director, Priya Monsi, worked tirelessly 
for months and did an incredible job. Special thanks go to the sponsors of 
the event: Mrs. Hope Beck, Tim Saumier of Tyges International, Joseph 
Stanko of Diverging Approach, Inc., Rafael Tusa of Body Balance, Ron 
Adolphi of Thrivent Financial, TowneBank and Memorie Munson of 
Memorie Group. I am also grateful to the many parents, teachers, and 
students who helped with the setup: Barbara Stanko, Alicia Haufler, 
Miranda Saumier, Karen Plumley, Shirley Timmer, Ashlyn Bauernschmidt, 
Leah Salavejus, 
and Narineh 
Dumont. I am 
also profoundly 
appreciative of 
the many 
people who 
stepped out of 
their comfort 
zones to offer 
personal 
testimonies in 
CCS’s behalf: 
Reagan 
Stallings, Bill 
Ware, Chase 
Warren, and 
Gwen Martin. Please find the time to be blessed by their heartfelt words 
that have been attached to this weekly email. Finally, thank you to the staff 
and parents who shared their experiences on the video: Anne Haupt, Car-
olyn Griffith, Kelly Thames, Raquel Proctor, Jessica Koupal, Alison Liggin, 
Shirley Timmer, Priya Monsi, and Karen Plumley. I continue to be amazed 
by God’s provision for this school. To Him be the glory! 
In Christ, 
Christine 

Reagan Stallings gives a student testimony at  the Celebrate 
our Covenant luncheon. 
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School Verse 
“Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to be-

come angry” James 1:19 

Habit of the Month for March: Regularity in Devotions 

Upcoming Events 

Mar 29 Flowering of the Cross  
Mar 30 Good Friday 
   NO SCHOOL     
Apr 2-6 Spring Break 
   NO SCHOOL     
Apr 16-18 Iowa Assessments  
Apr 17 Panera Spirit Night   
Apr 20 Enrichment Day    
Apr 20-24 Form V Retreat    
May 4 Student Service Day   
May 11 Fine Arts Festival    
May 15 8th Grade Graduation  
May 18 Spring Carnival    
May 23-25 Final Exams: 1/2 Day 
May 25 Last Day of School   
May 26 Graduation      

Spring Testing 
 

The Iowa Assessment Test 
will be given at Covenant 

Christian School during class 
hours on April 16-18. The test 
is mandatory for all students 
in order for CCS to be eligible 

to receive Educational Tax 
Credit funding for the school. 

The cost of the test is $50 
which will be added to your 

Springtuition bill. If you have 
any questions, please feel free 

to contact Mrs. Schulker. 



Form II 
Next week Form II will be studying the 

following: 
● Bible: The Wish of a Young Girl, Matthew 14 

● Memory Verse: Hebrews 11:1-7 

● Math: Money 

● Phonics: Combining r controlled syllables with other syllables 

● Grammar: Oral composition and copy work 

● History: Julius Caesar 

● Science: Wheels and Axles 

 

Please pray for the Brown family. 

Form II will join the other elementary classes in a egg hunt on 

Thursday. Please send in one dozen plastic eggs containing treats 

by Wednesday. No nuts or artificial dyes, please. 

 

Form I 
Next week Form I will be studying:  

● Bible Memorization: Romans 12:19-21 

● Phonics: Unit 3 Week 6, additional new trick words, spelling words 

 and creating sentences. 

● Grammar: Poetry review: All Things Bright and Beautiful 

 memorization. 

● Literature: Five in a Row Volume II, Wee Gillis by Munro Leaf 

● Math: Singapore Math: subtraction skills continued 

● History: Scotland: geography and culture 

● Science: Weather (specifically, fog) 

It's hard to believe that Spring/Easter break is upon us! Before we 

leave for the week, please join us for the annual Flowering of the 

Cross,on Thursday beginning at 8:10 and concluding by 9:30. It is a 

beautiful service that serves to remind us of the Lord's sacrifice for us 

and His glorious resurrection! Please supply your child with flowers 

that they can add to our cross.  

Form I will also be participating in the elementary egg hunt on 

Thursday. Please send in one dozen stuffed eggs by Wednesday, 

March 28. No candy with nuts or artificial dyes, please. 

Form III 
For the week of March 26: 
● Memory Verse: Hebrews 11:5 

● Bible: Bronze Serpent 

● Habit Training: Regularity in Devotions-Prayer 

● History: Create Jamestown Fort 

● Writing: Figurative Language/Polished Draft 

● Reading: Shiloh Chapters 9-15 

● Science: Weather Narration 

On Thursday, March 29 there will be an Easter Egg Hunt for 

Forms I-III. Each child needs to bring a dozen stuffed eggs by 

Wednesday, March 28. Please, remember no nut or artificial dye 

products. Also, have your child bring a basket or bag for collecting 

eggs during the hunt. 

 

Happy Form I friends enjoy outdoor time. 

Form III students delving into hurricane study together. 

Form I and Form II should 
bring a bucket 

(sand or otherwise) 
labeled with their name for 

Garden Class on  
Tuesday, March 27. 

We will be 
working as 

earth movers! 
Thank you! 



The Annual Flowering of the 

Cross Celebration will be held 

at Covenant Christian School 

on Thursday, March 29 from 

8:10 - 9:30 am. Please invite 

family and friends to join you 

for this  remembrance of the 

Lord’s resurrection. Invitation 

cards are available in the 

front office. Each student 

should bring flowers to adorn 

the cross. 

Dress for the day is 

“Easter Best.” 

Form IV 
 
● Bible: We are continuing to learn about David as he, with God's help, stays one 
step ahead of Saul. We see Saul becoming more jealous and unstable, going so 
far as to order the deaths of priests. 

●  Language Arts: We are continuing to practice article summaries. For the next 
two weeks we are working with source documents about Charlemagne. We are 
reading Helen Keller's biography, and learning about the challenges that she had 
to overcome. We will have a quiz on our spelling and vocabulary words next 
week. 

● History: This week we are learning about Raphael, and his work “The School 
of Athens.” This is one of my favorite paintings; we have a print of this one in our 
classroom! We are also learning about Martin Luther and the changes he tried to 
start.  

One of our habits is to get outside. We take a walk every morning. This week 
was a challenge with the weather, but we got outside anyway! 

Intro to Spanish: Form IV was introduced to our new unit Mis Actividades (my 
activities). In this unit students learned vocabulary and verbs to include: 
swimming, skateboarding, bicycling, soccer, playing a game or an instrument 
and painting. Students practiced conjugating their new verbs and organized 
vocabulary flashcards. Thank you for practicing your Spanish for homework this 
week! Next week we will use our new vocabulary interactively! 

Middle and High School 
Spanish I & II: 
This week students read and learned about Labor Day in Spanish! Students 
worked on their comprehension of the reading and related what they learned 
about Labor Day and applied it to the novela Esperanza. Classes played "the 
waiting game" after answering a series of questions that used new verbs: has 
(silent h) and esperar. Our winners get to sit in my comfy chair for an entire class 
period! Lastly, our classes worked on plans and schedules for The Pulsera Pro-
ject. The Pulsera Project sale begins April 9th outside in the car line. Since 2009, 
Pulsera Project volunteers raise funds through pulsera sales to create jobs, 
empower Central American communities, and provide engaging educational 
programs both in the U.S. and Central America. Bracelets will be sold 
for $5 (cash only). We are so excited for this project! Ask me or your student how 
you can help, too! 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Please return any Box Tops 
you have been collecting 

before Spring Break so we can 
make the April submission 

deadline. What an easy way to 
support the school! 

After days of rain and snow, the older Forms enjoyed sunshine and dodgeball in PE. 



Middle and High School (cont.) 
 

Earth Science: 
This week we started our Weather Interactive Notebooks in science. Students recreated the map of the United States, labeled, 
and colored it in. Students will be adding to their notebooks throughout the coming weeks to further enhance their 
understanding of weather, the effects it has on our earth and the skill it takes to be able to predict and forecast storms, etc. 

Environmental Science 
Environmental Science students were especially busy these past few weeks! They worked on finalizing the tornado action plan for the 
school, gave a presentation to a combined assembly of the middle school/high school, and their plan was put into action on March 20 for 
the National Tornado Awareness Day. This week we are transitioning from risk assessment/risk management to land 
conservation and preservation. Students have been challenged to reason the cost benefit of productive land use verses the need of rural 
populations to use the land for consumptive purposes. They will also be conducting an experiment to better understand the carrying 
capacity of an ecosystem and how that capacity relates the ecosystem’s maximum sustainable yield. Finally, they will use the 
information gained from the experiment to draw conclusions on whether or not a population can recover from harvesting or if the 
precautionary principle will need to be applied in order to prevent the population from being unnecessarily exploited.  

 
History 
This week in history students have been reading all about the Great Depression and learning the highs and lows of the administrations 
of Herbert Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt. Some students have created newspaper articles retelling the stories of these men and also 
their wives. Along with reading out of book nine in the History of Us series, students have also been reading, independently, World War 
II and/or Moonshiner's Son. It is always wonderful to pair two living texts together to cross-reference significant events and dive deeper 
into specific topics.  

 
Language Arts: 
Our seventh-grade Language Arts class moved into the introduction of poetry and practiced using sounds within the different 
stanzas. Hopefully, they'll begin writing their own poems soon! Our Language Arts II class is creating Essay #6 and learning 
how to include the opposing side of an argument in their persuasive 
essay. Students have chosen a topic during the WWII era so that 
our subjects stay integrated throughout history, literature, and com-
position.  
 
Our Literature class enjoyed a "taste of Holland" as we snacked on 
treats imported from Holland and read the opening chapter of The 
Hiding Place, by Corrie ten Boom. As students move into the WWII 
era in History class, literature is focusing on the life of Corrie ten 
Boom and her experiences during the German invasion of Holland. 
Students have discussed major themes such as family, hospitality, 
faith, the atmosphere of the ten Boom home, and relationships thus 
far. Also, we created illustrative narrations for each character 
introduced in the story and are looking forward to seeing the role 
they play in the protection of the Jewish people.  
 

Math: 

Pre Algebra: 

●Graphing Inequalities 

●Areas of Rectangles and  

 Parallelograms 

●Areas of Triangles and Trapezoids 

Algebra I: 

●The Greatest Common Factor; 

 Factoring by Grouping 

●Factoring Trinomials 

●More on Factoring Trinomials 

Algebra II: 

●Simplfying Radical Expressions 

●Adding and Subtracting Radical 

 Expresssions. 

●Multiplying and Dividing Radical 

 Expresssions. 

Geometry 

●The Sine and Cosine Ratios 

●Slope 

●The Laws of Sines and Cosines 

●Circles, Radii and Chords 


